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SUMMARY
Mammalian organs are nourished by nutrients carried by the blood circulation. These nutrients originate from
diet and internal stores, and can undergo various interconversions before their eventual use as tissue fuel.
Here we develop isotope tracing, mass spectrometry, and mathematical analysis methods to determine
the direct sources of circulating nutrients, their interconversion rates, and eventual tissue-specific contribu-
tions to TCA cycle metabolism. Experiments with fifteen nutrient tracers enabled extensive accounting for
both circulatory metabolic cycles and tissue TCA inputs, across fed and fasted mice on either high-carbohy-
drate or ketogenic diet. We find that a majority of circulating carbon flux is carried by two major cycles:
glucose-lactate and triglyceride-glycerol-fatty acid. Futile cycling through these pathways is prominent
when dietary content of the associated nutrients is low, rendering internal metabolic activity robust to
food choice. The presented in vivo flux quantification methods are broadly applicable to different physiolog-
ical and disease states.
INTRODUCTION

As animals, we get our nutrients from the food we eat. Tissues in

our body, however, do not take their nutrients directly from food.

Instead, they acquire nutrients from the blood circulation. Tis-

sues must continuously burn circulating nutrients, but animals

do not consume food all the time. To resolve this mismatch, in

the simplest scenario, animals store dietary nutrients in fed state

and utilize the stored nutrients in fasted state (Figure 1A). De-

cades of research support this basic model, for example

showing that after feeding, insulin drives glucose storage as

glycogen, while during fasting glucagon promotes release of

glycogen to maintain blood glucose levels (Frayn, 2009; News-

holme and Leech, 2011).

At the same time, beyond simply being stored, released, and

burned, circulatory metabolites are interconnected. For

example, in addition to its direct production by the breakdown

of hepatic glycogen, circulating glucose is also maintained dur-

ing fasting by synthesis from lactate released by muscle. This

glucose can then be used by muscle as fuel, creating a loop

known as the Cori cycle (Frayn, 2009; Newsholme and Leech,

2011). Similarly, the Cahill cycle describes the interconversion

between glucose and alanine (Felig, 1973). Another example is

the glucose-glycerol interconnection in the triglyceride-fatty
676 Cell Metabolism 32, 676–688, October 6, 2020 ª 2020 Elsevier In
acid cycle, wherein the glycerol released by the breakdown of tri-

glycerides can be used for glucose production and the glycerol

backbone in the re-synthesized triglycerides can come from

glucose (Reshef et al., 2003).

While there has been a great deal of progress in understanding

these metabolic pathways and their regulation, it remains un-

clear whether metabolism largely follows the simple logic of

nutrient storage, release, and burning, or whether interconver-

sion of circulating metabolites is a major quantitative feature.

Moreover, as animals make divergent food choices (e.g., a diet

high in carbohydrate versus a diet high in fat), the impact on in-

ternal metabolic activities remains substantially to be elucidated.

Here, we present systems-level methods for in vivo flux quanti-

fication and systematically determine the direct sources and inter-

conversion fluxes of the most important circulating nutrients. By

direct source, wemean the circulating precursor that is chemically

converted into the metabolic product of interest without going

through other circulating nutrients.We further trace circulating nu-

trients into the TCA cycle of diverse tissues, revealing tissue fuel

preferences. By conducting these analyses for both fasted and

fedmice on either standard carbohydrate-rich lab chow (carbohy-

drate diet, CD) or a ketogenic diet (KD), we provide a systems-

level quantitative view of mammalian metabolic activity across

divergent diets. The resulting data reveal fundamental features
c.
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Figure 1. Circulatory Turnover Flux Markedly Exceeds Dietary Flux, Indicating Active Nutrient Cycling

Data are from 8-h fasted mice on carbohydrate diet.

(A) Hypothetical store-release-burn model. In fed state, circulating nutrients originate from the diet and go to either storage or tissue energy generation. In fasted

state, circulating nutrients come from the storage and are consumed solely for tissue energy generation. For a nutrient that follows this model, in fasted state, its

circulatory turnover flux is less than its average dietary intake flux averaged over a diurnal cycle. Data in (B) and (C) contradict this conclusion, indicating active

nutrient cycling in the fasted state.

(B) Comparison between average dietary flux and fasted circulatory turnover flux for specific metabolites. See Table S2 for values of fluxes and n.

(C) Comparison between the average dietary flux and fasted circulatory turnover flux, here shown as stacked bars. In (B), the flux units aremolesmolecules. In (C),

they are moles carbon. See Table S2 for values.

Data are shown as mean ± SEM.
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of metabolism. Specific examples include glycerol standing out

among major circulating metabolites in not being a direct TCA

fuel, carbohydrate (i.e., glucose and lactate) being the main brain

fuel even on KD, and heart being unique among organs in not

burning circulating amino acids. More generally, we find that tis-

sues have strong nutrient preferences that are maintained across

feeding and fasting, and that major circulating nutrient cycles

persist across physiological states and diets.

RESULTS

Comparison of Dietary Flux and Circulatory Flux
Consider the simple store-release-burn model shown in Fig-

ure 1A. In this hypothetical model, tissues are fed by dietary nu-

trients (e.g., glucose, amino acids), either directly or after their

storage (e.g., in glycogen, protein). Define Fdiet as dietary intake

rate of a particular nutrient (units of nmol/min/g, dividing the

intake rate by the mouse weight in grams); Fcirc as the rate of

disappearance of the nutrient or othermetabolite from the blood-

stream due to tissue consumption, which at pseudo-steady

state is equivalent to its rate of appearance in the bloodstream

from either diet or tissue excretion (STAR Methods) (Hui et al.,

2017; Wolfe and Chinkes, 2005); and Fburn as the terminal clear-
ance of the circulating nutrient, typically via burning into CO2

in the TCA cycle. Each of these parameters can be determined

during the fed state, fasted state, or as an average rate

throughout the day. Ultimately, over a diurnal cycle, organisms

maintain metabolic pseudo-steady state, and hence

Fdiet avg = Fburn avg: Moreover, in the store-release-burn model,

in the fasted state, nutrients taken up from the bloodstream

are burned to generate energy and not stored, and hence

Fcirc fasted = Fburn fasted. Because energy expenditure and thus

nutrient burning is typically higher during feeding than fasting,

Fcirc fasted = Fburn fasted % Fburn avg = Fdiet avg. Thus, in the

store-release-burn model, Fcirc fasted % Fdiet avg.

The features of the hypothetical store-release-burn model can

be compared to experimental flux data, to assess whether meta-

bolism largely follows this logic or operates in a fundamentally

different way. In previous work, we identified the circulating me-

tabolites inmice that carry anFcirc greater than 10%of the glucose

Fcirc (Hui et al., 2017). Here, in addition to these 13 top circulating

metabolites, for comprehensiveness, we also include two other

groups of metabolites, the three branched-chain amino acids

and six other essential amino acids (EAAs), which were infused

together in uniformly 13C-labeled form. Pyruvatewas not included,

as it is in rapid exchange with lactate and yet much less abundant
Cell Metabolism 32, 676–688, October 6, 2020 677
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in the bloodstream (Romijn et al., 1994). To achieve minimal

perturbation to the system and at the same time obtain reliable la-

beling measurements (including for downstreammetabolites), we

selected an infusion rate such that the final enrichment of tracer in

serum is in the range of 10%–15% (for tracer solution concentra-

tions and volumetric infusion rates, see Table S1). Monitoring of

level of both serum metabolites and insulin confirmed the mini-

mally perturbative nature of our infusions (Figure S1).

Consistent with the store-release-burn model, glucose and the

EAAs showapatternwhere Fcirc fasted z Fdiet avg (Figure 1B; Table

S2). Most of circulatory metabolic flux, however, resides in nutri-

ents forwhich Fcirc fasted >>Fdiet avg: lactate,glutamine, fattyacids,

glycerol, and acetate (Figure 1B; Table S2). Thus, metabolism is

not primarily organized around storing, releasing, and burning die-

tary nutrients. Instead, interconversion between dietary nutrients

and other circulating metabolic intermediates plays a large role.

Alternative Measure of Fluxes
In contrast to fluxes measured in units of mole nutrient, to better

reflect overall contributions of nutrients to carbonmetabolism, in

the rest of the paper we report flux in units of mole carbon, such

that two lactate are equivalent to one glucose and one-third of a

C18 fatty acid. Thus, rather than reporting Fcirc, which usesmass

spectrometry to measure any loss of fully labeled infused tracer

(even if some of the labeled tracer atoms remain), we report

Fatom
circ , which we define as clearance of the labeled tracer atoms

from the circulation (STAR Methods). Fatom
circ better aligns with

classical radioactive tracer studies and facilitates certain down-

stream calculations (Wolfe and Chinkes, 2005). With the uniform

units of nmol carbon/min/g for each nutrient, we can sum up the

dietary fluxes and the circulatory turnover fluxes for an overall

comparison (Figure 1C; Table S2). In the CD, dietary influx is

dominated by glucose from carbohydrate. Yet lactate, free fatty

acids, glycerol, and amino acids also have high circulatory turn-

over flux. The substantial circulatory turnover flux of nutrients

other than glucose reflects widespread interconversion between

dietary nutrients, circulating nutrients, and internal nutrient

stores like protein and triglycerides.

Determining the Direct Sources of Circulating
Metabolites
To determine the interconversion between dietary nutrients and

circulating nutrients, we next aimed to quantify contributions of

dietary nutrients to other circulating metabolites, and back again

(in the case of metabolic cycles). To this end, for any circulating

metabolite X, we wanted to figure out howmuch it contributes to

any other circulating metabolite Y. The experimental approach is
Figure 2. Comprehensive Tracer Studies Enable Determination of Dire
Data are for 8-h fasted mice on CD.

(A) Example of calculating the direct contributions from two circulating metab

separately of alanine and glucose. Each infusion experiment yields an isotope bala

two direct contributions.

(B) Comparison between the normalized labeling of lactate (calculated separatel

(C) Direct contributions to each of 15 circulating metabolites from the other 14. Se

values.

(D) Scheme for calculating absolute contributing fluxes from the relative direct c

(E) Circulating nutrient interconversion fluxes. Edge widths are proportional to lo

(F) Metabolic cycles with flux > 40 nmol C/min/g.

Data are shown as mean ± SEM.
to infuse at a minimally perturbative rate uniformly 13C-labeled X

andmeasure the pseudo-steady-state labeling of Y. Specifically,

upon infusion of X,we define the normalized labeling of YðLY)XÞ
as fraction of labeled carbon atoms in serum Y relative to that of

serum X (STAR Methods). For example, by infusing uniformly
13C-alanine and measuring labeling of circulating alanine and

lactate, we can determine Llac)ala.

This measure of labeling, however, cannot be taken as the

direct contribution from alanine to lactate because the infused

alanine may label lactate either directly or indirectly via other

circulating metabolites (Figure 2A). For example, alanine might

first be taken into one tissue, converted into glucose, and

excreted into the circulation, and then the circulating glucose

might be converted into circulating lactate. Thus, in alanine infu-

sion, the labeling of lactate (Llac) is the sum of the direct contribu-

tion from alanine to lactate (flac)ala) weighted by the labeling of

alanine (Lala) and the indirect contribution through glucose,

with the latter term equal to the direct contribution from glucose

to lactate (flac)glc) weighted by the labeling of glucose (Lglc).

Dividing both sides of this equation by Lala, we can express the

equation in terms of normalized labeling (first equation in Fig-

ure 2A). The values of the normalized labeling are shown in the

figure. Both direct contributions (flac)ala and flac)glc) can be

determined by separately infusing labeled alanine and labeled

glucose and measuring the labeling of all three metabolites

(lactate, alanine, and glucose) in both experiments.

This scheme can be extended to calculate the direct contribu-

tion from any circulating metabolite to any other circulating

metabolite. To determine fully the inter-conversion between n

circulating metabolites, we infuse each of them individually and

measure their labeling in each infusion experiment. The resulting

data form an n3n matrix (denoted as M) with rows correspond-

ing to infused metabolites and columns to measured metabo-

lites. The entry ði; jÞ of M is the normalized labeling of metabolite

j by metabolite i. The diagonal entries of the matrix represent the

normalized labeling of the infused metabolite itself and are 1 by

the definition of normalized labeling. Experimental data for the

15 circulating metabolites studied here (the 13 highest flux indi-

vidual metabolites + the 2 EAA mixtures) are shown in Table S3.

The direct contribution to circulating metabolite k from the

other 14 circulating metabolites is given by a system of 14 linear

equations:

Mk,

0
BB@

fk)glc

fk)ala

«
fk)6EAAs

1
CCA=

0
BB@

Lk)glc

Lk)ala

«
Lk)6EAAs

1
CCA (Equation 1)
ct Sources and Interconversion Fluxes of Circulating Metabolites

olites (alanine, glucose) to a third metabolite (lactate). This requires infusion

nce equation. Together, the two equations from the two infusions determine the

y from each infusion) and the direct contributions to lactate.

e Table S3 for normalized labeling data and Table S4 for the direct contribution

ontributions.

g-transformed flux values. Shown are fluxes > 30 nmol C/min/g.
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Mk is the 14314 submatrix ofMwith both the row and column

corresponding to k removed, L is the column vector of the

normalized labeling data from the isotope infusion experiments

(mathematically, L is the k-th column of M with the k-th entry

removed), and f is the length 14 column vector of direct contribu-

tions. While Equation 1 can be solved algebraically, to avoid

negative values due to measurement errors, we use an optimiza-

tion procedure to obtain the direct contributions (STAR

Methods). Application of this procedure to lactate revealed that

infusions of glucose, alanine, and other amino acids label lactate,

but glucose is the predominant direct contributor: the amino

acids are first converted to circulating glucose by gluconeogen-

esis and then the resulting labeled glucose makes lactate (Fig-

ure 2B). This discrepancy emphasizes the importance of deter-

mining direct contributions for elucidating the in vivo operation

of metabolism.

Circulating Metabolite Sources
Equation 1 can be applied to each of the 15 nutrients to deter-

mine its direct contributions from the other 14 nutrients. The

comprehensive direct contribution analysis in 8-h fastedmice re-

veals fundamental aspects of metabolism (Figure 2C; Table S4).

Circulating glucose, lactate, alanine, and 3-hydroxybutyrate

(3HB) come mainly from other circulating metabolites, as the

sum of the circulating metabolite contributions is almost 1. In

contrast, the circulating metabolite contributions to fatty acids

and EAAs are negligible, reflecting their production instead by

hydrolysis of triglycerides and protein. Circulating glucose is

made from a roughly equal balance of lactate, alanine, and glyc-

erol. Glucose is the dominant precursor of lactate, and lactate

the main source of alanine. Circulating glycerol is made from

both glucose and lactate, but mainly comes from stored triglyc-

erides. Acetate is produced roughly equally from circulating me-

tabolites and other sources (e.g., the microbiome, protein de-

acetylation). Despite recent evidence that glucose catabolism

can make acetate (Liu et al., 2018), the predominant circulatory

precursors to acetate are fatty acids.

Absolute Fluxes between Circulating Metabolites
The direct contribution analysis reveals the existence of futile

metabolic cycles. For example, consistent with the Cori cycle,

there is direct contribution from circulating lactate to circulating

glucose, and vice versa (Figure 2C). While cycles can be identi-

fied from the direct contributions, to quantify the magnitude of

the cycles, it is necessary to know the absolute fluxes between

circulating metabolites. We denote the flux from circulating

metabolite i to metabolite k as Jk)i. Despite decades of research

intometabolic cycles, a general method for determining such ab-

solute fluxes has been lacking. Intuitively, the flux from i to k

should reflect how fast circulating k is being produced (concep-

tually, Fcirc k ) multiplied by the fraction of k coming from iðfk)iÞ.
The challenge is that Fcirc (and equivalently classical measure-

ments of Ra) actually measure dilution of the infused isotope-

labeled metabolite in the bloodstream by incoming flux from

diet or synthesis. If the incoming flux from synthesis is in part

labeled (due to metabolic cycling), the absolute magnitude of

the flux will be underestimated.

We developed an algorithm that uses the comprehensive

interconversion data (i.e., the direct contributions between me-
680 Cell Metabolism 32, 676–688, October 6, 2020
tabolites in Figure 2C and Table S4) to calculate a conversion

factor (denoted as ck ) that relates the isotope measured Fatom
circ;k

and the absolute circulatory flux through that metabolite (Jcirc,k),

and accordingly can be used to determine the absolute circula-

tory fluxes. Absolute fluxes connecting circulating metabolites

can then be determined by multiplying Jcirc;k by the direct contri-

bution values (Figure 2D). Details of the algorithm can be found in

Methods S1. The biggest absolute fluxes are glucose to lactate

and lactate, alanine, and glycerol to glucose (Figure 2E).

Cycling of Circulating Nutrients
We define the magnitude of a metabolic cycle among nutrients

as the minimum of the inter-converting fluxes between the nutri-

ents, Jcycleik/n = minðJi)k ;/;Jn)iÞ. Figure 2F shows all metabolic

cycles between circulating metabolites with flux greater than

40 nmol carbon/min/g (about 5%of the glucose Fatom
circ ). This anal-

ysis identified the three highest flux metabolic cycles: glucose-

lactate-glucose, lactate-alanine-lactate, and glucose-lactate-

alanine-glucose (Figure 2F). This latter pathway is particularly

interesting, reflecting that lactate (not glucose) is the predomi-

nant source of circulating alanine, and that alanine is co-equal

with lactate as a contributor to gluconeogenesis, despite having

much lower Fatom
circ . The analysis also identified a previously

unrecognized metabolic cycle between circulating glucose,

lactate, and glutamine, reflecting circulating lactate feeding the

TCA cycle and circulating glutamine being produced from the

TCA cycle and used as a gluconeogenesis substrate.

Persistence of the Metabolic Cycling in Fed Mice
We have so far focused on carbohydrate-diet mice fasted for 8 h

(9 a.m. to 5 p.m., when they sleep and food intake is typically

low). Over this duration, the respiratory exchange ratio (RER)

drops from above 0.9 (reflecting mainly carbohydrate burning)

to less than 0.8 (reflecting mainly fat burning) (Figure 3A). As ex-

pected, refeeding increases the RER consistent with resumption

of carbohydrate burning (Figure 3A). Despite the strong change

in RER, comprehensive circulatory turnover flux measurement

revealed strikingly similar fluxes between fasted and refed

mice, with the exception of much higher value for glucose in

the fed state, reflecting glucose influx from the meal (Figure 3B;

Table S2). The persistent lactate and fatty acid fluxes suggest

continued Cori cycling and triglyceride cycling in the fed state.

We then proceeded to analyze direct contributions to circu-

lating metabolites in the fed state. For many metabolites,

including lactate, alanine, and glutamine, their sources were

nearly unaltered. For others, including glucose, serine, and ace-

tate, the fraction produced from circulating metabolites fell with

feeding, reflecting their coming instead from the diet or, in the

case of acetate, the gut microbiome (Figure 3C; Tables S3 and

S4). Analysis of absolute fluxes connecting circulating metabo-

lites revealed no substantial new fluxes in the fed state. Meta-

bolic cycling involving glucose, lactate, alanine, and glutamine

was, however, persistent (Figures 3D and 3E).

Measuring Direct TCA Cycle Contributions
A primary function of circulating metabolites is to support tissue

energy production, which occurs primarily through the TCA cy-

cle. We next aimed to determine the direct contribution of any

circulating metabolite X to the TCA cycle of different tissues.
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Figure 3. Metabolite Interconversion Fluxes

Are Similar between Fed and Fasted Mice

Data are for 8-h fasted mice and 3-h refed mice

on CD.

(A) Respiratory exchange ratio during a diurnal cycle

(n = 5). Shaded area indicates the dark period. Mice

were 8-h fasted during the light period.

(B) Dietary flux versus circulatory turnover flux in

fed and fasted mice. See Table S2 for flux values

and n.

(C) Direct contributions to circulating metabolites

in both fed and fasted mice. For each metabolite,

the left bar is fed state and right bar is fasted. See

Table S3 for normalized labeling and Table S4 for

direct contribution values.

(D) Circulating nutrient interconversion fluxes in

fed mice. Edge widths are proportional to log-

transformed flux values. Shown are fluxes >

30 nmol C/min/g.

(E) Top metabolic cycles in fed and fasted mice.

Data are shown as mean ± SEM.
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The experimental approach is to infuse uniformly 13C-labeled X

and measure tissue succinate and malate labeling. These two

TCA intermediates are chosen for their higher concentration in

tissues than in serum (Figure S1), enabling robust tissue-specific

measurements. We define the normalized TCA labeling in tissue i

from circulating metabolite X (LTCAi)X ) as the fraction of labeled

carbon atoms in tissue malate or succinate relative to that of X

in serum.

Due to the interconversion of circulating nutrients, the normal-

ized TCA labeling of X may exceed its direct contribution, with X

instead feeding the TCA cycle via other circulating metabolites

(Figure 4A). For example, both glucose and glycerol infusions label

TCA intermediates in most tissues (Figure 4B), but such labeling

may occur indirectly via circulating lactate (Hui et al., 2017). The

measured TCA labeling reflects the weighted sum of the direct

and indirect routes from the infused tracer to the tissue TCA. For

example, in Figure 4A, the measured TCA labeling from tracer X
sh

TC

lin

lat

ro

bu

dir

be

un

co
Cell Met
(LTCAi)X ) can be expressed in terms of the

normalized labeling of Y (LY)X ) and Z

(LZ)X ) and the three direct contributions

to TCA from X, Y, and Z (denoted as

fTCAi)X , fTCAi)Y , and fTCAi)Z , respec-

tively). To determine all the three direct

contributions in this example, we also

need to infuse the other two nutrients and

measure the labeling of both tissuemalate

and the other two nutrients in serum. The

resulting three equations can then be

used to solve for the three unknowns.

We generalized this scheme to deter-

mine the direct TCA contributions of

the 13 high flux circulating metabolites

plus the two amino acid mixtures. To

this end, in addition to measuring the

circulating metabolite interconversion

matrix M, we also measured malate

and succinate labeling from each of

the 15 tracers across 11 tissues (data
own in Table S3 and Figure S2). For each tissue, the direct

A contributions (fTCAi)X ) are determined by solving 15

ear equations:

M,

0
BB@

fTCAi)glc

fTCAi)lac

«
fTCAi)6EAAs

1
CCA=

0
BB@

LTCAi)glc

LTCAi)lac

«
LTCAi)6EAAs

1
CCA (Equation 2)

As in the case of calculating direct contributions between circu-

ing nutrients, to avoid negative values due to measurement er-

rs, we use an optimization procedure to obtain the direct contri-

tions (STAR Methods). In the case of glucose and glycerol,

ect TCA contributions are much lower than measured TCA la-

ling, emphasizing the capacity for this quantitative analysis to

veil metabolic fundamentals that are normally masked by inter-

nversion among circulating nutrients (Figure 4B).
abolism 32, 676–688, October 6, 2020 681
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Figure 4. Comprehensive Tracer Studies Enable Determination of Direct Sources of Tissue TCA Metabolites

Data are for 8-h fasted mice and 3-h refed mice on CD.

(A) Example of direct and indirect routes from the infused tracer to tissue TCA cycle. The labeling of the tissue TCA upon labeled X infusion can come directly from

X or indirectly via circulating Y or Z, as codified in the isotope-balance equation. Infusions of Y and Z yield analogous equations that are needed to solve for the

three direct contributions.

(B) Glucose and glycerol label TCA intermediates indirectly, via other circulating metabolites. Comparison between the normalized labeling and direct contri-

bution of glucose (upper panel) and glycerol (lower panel) to tissue malate shows higher labeling than direct contribution.

(legend continued on next page)
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TCA Fuel Choices across Tissues
The tissue-specific direct TCA contributions provide a systems-

level perspective of fuel utilization in both 8-h fasted and refed

mice (Figure 4C; Table S5). The same trends are obtained using

eithermalate or succinate labeling as the readout, supporting the

robustness of the results (Figure S3). Brain is unique inmainly us-

ing glucose in both the fed and fasted states. In contrast to liter-

ature suggesting that the heart is an omnivore (Bing et al., 1954;

Drake et al., 2012), cardiac muscle stands out for barely using

circulating amino acids as fuels, preferentially consuming fatty

acids. Kidney is unique in burning circulating citrate (Jang

et al., 2019). Pancreas shows the greatest use of amino acids.

Consistent with the comprehensiveness of our analysis, in

most tissues, the measured direct contributions almost add up

to 1, reflecting a nearly comprehensive accounting for TCA car-

bon inputs. Notable exceptions are adipose and liver, where the

missing carbon likely comes from burning of internal nutrient

stores. In the fed-state small intestine and liver, the missing

contribution may also include input from diet prior to mixing of

incoming nutrients with the systemic circulation.

In general, tissues differed markedly in their metabolic prefer-

ences and maintained these preferences across the fed and

fasted states. This manifests as a strong correlation between

fasted and fed tissue carbohydrate (glucose/lactate) and fat us-

age (Figures 4D and 4E). In addition, there is a shift toward a

greater carbohydrate contribution in feeding, and fat contribu-

tion in fasting (Figures 4D and 4E), with brown adipose and mus-

cle being particularly responsive (Figure 4C).

The analysis also reveals which circulating metabolites directly

drive TCA metabolism, with lactate, fatty acids, and (to a lesser

extent) acetate serving as major contributors in nearly all tissues

(Figure 4C). Glucose is the dominant precursor of circulating

lactate (Figure3C),andaccordingly theoriginofmuchTCAcarbon,

but itself contributes directly to TCA in only selected instances.

Similarly, glycerol carries substantial circulatory flux and its infu-

sion labels TCA inmost tissues (Figure 4B), but itmakes essentially

no direct contribution (Figure 4C). Instead of being burned in TCA,

glycerol is a dedicated gluconeogenic precursor (Figure 2C).

Together, the circulatory turnover flux, metabolite interconver-

sion, and TCA contribution data support a model in which circu-

lating glucose is constantly being interconverted with circulating

lactate, and free fatty acids are constantly being released from

and stored in triglycerides, with the bulk of energy being gener-

ated by tissue uptake and burning of lactate and free fatty acids,

rather than glucose or triglycerides directly (Figure 4F).
Persistence of the Metabolic Cycling in Mice on
Ketogenic Diet
Mammals cannot synthesize certain amino acids and fatty acids,

and hence these are essential dietary components. Given
(C) Direct tissue TCA contributions for 15 circulating nutrients and 11 tissues. Fo

labeling data and Table S5 for direct TCA contribution values.

(D) Comparison of direct contribution from carbohydrates (the sum of direct contr

(E) Comparison of direct contribution from fatty acids (the sum of direct contributio

and fed mice.

(F) Schematic of major carbohydrate and fatty acid fluxes: constant functioning

glycerol connecting the two, and lactate and free fatty acids the primary direct t

Data are shown as mean ± SEM.
adequate supply of these essential nutrients, mammals can sur-

vive on nearly pure carbohydrate or pure fat as the dominant

caloric input. Standard lab chow, like a modern human diet

high in bread or rice, provides most calories as carbohydrate.

An opposite extreme is KD, which is mainly fat with minimal car-

bohydrate (25-fold less carbs than standard lab chow; Table S2).

KD has been successfully used for almost a century as a treat-

ment for refractory epilepsy (Barañano and Hartman, 2008;

D’Andrea-Meira et al., 2019; Lima et al., 2014). More recently,

KD is attracting interest for its ability to ameliorate type 2 dia-

betes (McKenzie et al., 2017) and even slow the progression of

certain cancers (Allen et al., 2014; Hopkins et al., 2018; Lussier

et al., 2016; Mavropoulos et al., 2009; Otto et al., 2008).

To examine how a radical change of diet affects metabolism,

we performed both classical metabolic phenotyping (Figure S4)

and circulatory flux analyses on mice adapted to a KD. Ketosis

was confirmed with the elevated serum 3HB level on the KD (Fig-

ure S4). Consistent with literature, KD slightly decreased body

weight and increased whole-body oxygen consumption and en-

ergy expenditure (Jornayvaz et al., 2010; Kennedy et al., 2007;

Pissios et al., 2013). Despite the dietary inputs being almost

completely different (Figure 5A; Table S2), Fatom
circ values were

similar to standard CD (Figure 5B; Table S2). This supports the

model in which chronic glucose-lactate cycling and triglyceride

cycling render internal metabolic activity robust to changing di-

etary inputs.

To explore this concept further, we infused nine tracers

(Figure S5; Table S6) to determine their interconversions and

TCA inputs in KD (Figure 5C; Table S4). The infusion rate

for glucose was decreased 4-fold to avoid perturbing meta-

bolism or inducing insulin (Table S1; Figure S1). Alanine disap-

peared as a major gluconeogenic precursor in the KD, while

glycerol emerged as a direct lactate precursor. Despite these

shifts, the primary sources of each circulating metabolite re-

mained the same. Moreover, while metabolic cycling involving

alanine decreased, glucose-lactate cycling persisted, despite

the near complete lack of dietary carbohydrate (Figure 5D).

Thus, the nutrient cycling persists regardless of the dietary

intake.
Pyruvate Cycling in Ketogenic Diet
Consistent with the low dietary intake of carbohydrates, the RER

for mice on the KD remained low (�0.73) throughout the diurnal

cycle (Figure 6A), indicating predominantly fatty acid burning.

Assessment of TCA substrates revealed extensive fat and

much decreased carbohydrate utilization in skeletal and cardiac

muscle and brown adipose tissue (Figure 6B; Table S5). In addi-

tion, 3HB, which is derived from fatty acids (Figure 5C), emerged

as a broadly important direct TCA input (Figure 6B). Interestingly,

despite the paradigm that brain shifts from using glucose to
r each tissue, the left bar is fed state and right bar is fasted. See Table S3 for

ibutions from glucose and lactate) to tissue TCA between fasted and fed mice.

ns frompalmitic acid, oleic acid, and linoleic acid) to tissue TCA between fasted

of the glucose-lactate cycle and the triglyceride-glycerol-fatty acid cycle, with

issue TCA contributors.
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Figure 5. Persistent Circulatory Carbohy-

drate Fluxes on Ketogenic Diet

Data are for 8-h fasted CDmice and 8-h fasted and

3-h refed KD mice.

(A) Comparison of the dietary fluxes. See Table S2

for flux values and n.

(B) Comparison of the circulatory turnover fluxes.

See Table S2 for flux values and n.

(C) Comparison of the direct contributions to

circulating metabolites. For each metabolite, the

left bar is fasted CD, middle bar is fasted KD, and

right bar is fed KD. See Table S6 for labeling data

and Table S4 for direct contribution values.

(D) Comparison of top metabolic cycles between

the two diets.

Data are shown as mean ± SEM.
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primarily using 3HB during ketosis (LaManna et al., 2009; Zhang

et al., 2013), glucose remained the largest brain TCA substrate,

with lactate also serving as a major contributor. Collectively,

even on KD, more than 60% of brain TCA carbon still comes
684 Cell Metabolism 32, 676–688, October 6, 2020
f-

r-

y-

ith

ts

rt

en
om carbohydrate (Figure 6C). Similarly,

there was a substantial persistent lactate

contribution to TCA cycle in many tissues,

most notably kidney and liver (Figure 6C).

Thus, analysis of TCA inputs revealed

persistent carbohydrate metabolism in

brain, kidney, and liver.

Carbohydrate can enter the TCA cycle

through two routes: oxidation to acetyl-

CoA by pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH)

or carboxylation to oxaloacetate. The

former burns carbohydrate, while the

latter generates four-carbon units that

can remake glucose via gluconeogen-

esis. PDH removes C1 of lactate/pyru-

vate. Hence, [1-13C]lactate infusion can

be used to selectively trace TCA entry

via pyruvate carboxylase (Figure 6D).

Strikingly, on KD, the persistent carbohy-

drate TCA contribution in kidney and liver

reflects strong pyruvate carboxylase ac-

tivity. Such activity, which is a general

feature of many tissues irrespective of

diet (Figure 6E for KD; Figure S6 for

CD), does not burn carbohydrate, but

rather supports glucose-lactate cycling.

Extensive pyruvate carboxylase activity

in kidney and other non-hepatic organs

implies that analysis of pyruvate cycling

needs to consider the whole body, not

solely liver metabolism (Burgess et al.,

2015; Hasenour et al., 2015; Perry et al.,

2016). The observed pyruvate carbox-

ylase activity in non-gluconeogeneic

organs may be important for providing

TCA four-carbon units, which are

required in catalytic amounts to enable

TCA turning. Notably, the large carboh
drate contribution to brain TCA on KD is not associated w

substantial pyruvate carboxylase activity, and instead reflec

carbohydrate burning. Collectively, these observations suppo

a model in which glucose-lactate cycling persists in KD, driv
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Figure 6. In Ketogenic Diet, Pyruvate

Cycling Produces Carbohydrate Fluxes

without Carbohydrate Burning

(A) Comparison of RER between mice on the high

CD (n = 5) and the KD (n = 4). Shaded areas indi-

cate the dark periods. Mice were fasted for 8 h in

the first light period. Error bars are SDs.

(B) Direct contributions from 9 circulating metab-

olites to the TCA cycle in tissues of fasted mice

and fed mice on the KD. See Table S6 for labeling

data and Table S5 for direct TCA contribution

values.

(C) Same data as in (B), but only the glucose and

lactate data are shown.

(D) The labeled carbon of [1-13C]lactate is lost in

the PDH reaction, and hence labeling observed

reflects TCA input via the PC pathway.

(E) Analogous to (C), with [1-13C]lactate as the

tracer.

Data are shown as mean ± SEM.
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by lactate uptake into both liver and kidney TCA via pyruvate

carboxylase to support gluconeogenesis, with carbohydrate

burning via PDH turned off in all organs except for the brain.

DISCUSSION

Mammals are nourished by the food they eat. Food is initially con-

verted into monomeric nutrients like glucose and amino acids.

These nutrients can then be stored or interconverted. This pro-

cessing ensures that the circulation carries a steady supply of

appropriate nutrients to each tissue, despite varying dietary

intake. To examine this processing comprehensively and quanti-

tatively, we carried out isotope-tracer infusions for all high-flux
tu

re

ap

co

un

oli

se

st

Be

ing

bu

glu
Cell Met
circulating metabolites. Infusion rates

were chosen to generate quantifiable

labeling without substantially altering

circulating metabolite concentrations or

inducing insulin release. Using liquid chro-

matography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS),

we measured experimentally the extent to

which any given metabolite labels other

circulating metabolites, as well as its tis-

sue-specific TCA contributions.

The comprehensiveness of these ex-

periments enables quantitative analyses

that are not possible from studying any

single nutrient in isolation. Specifically,

the experimentally observed labeling

from any given nutrient tracer reflects

the sum of all routes linking the tracer

to the measured metabolic product.

Accordingly, the direct metabolic con-

nections are clouded by interconversions

among nutrients. Using our comprehen-

sive measurements, through robust and

readily implemented linear algebra ana-

lyses, we illuminate the direct metabolic

connections and their quantitative magni-
des. In doing so, we provide fundamental reference data

garding in vivo metabolic activity and methods that can be

plied across organisms, diets, and disease states.

Glycerol metabolism highlights the utility of determining direct

ntributions, rather thanmerely labeling. We find that glycerol is

ique among high-flux circulating nutrients in not being catab-

zed into the TCA cycle in any tissue. This makes physiological

nse. To survive prolonged starvation, mammals catabolize

ored triglycerides, which yields fatty acids and glycerol.

cause fatty acids cannot support gluconeogenesis, the result-

three-carbon units are precious and there is no sense in

rning glycerol. Substantial flux flows directly from glycerol to

cosewithout passing through the TCA cycle. This result aligns
abolism 32, 676–688, October 6, 2020 685
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with genetic evidence that PEPCK deficiency does not impair

glycerol-driven gluconeogenesis (van den Berghe, 1996). Impor-

tantly, however, a naive labeling measurement would show a

clear TCA contribution from glycerol, due to its indirect TCA con-

tributions via circulating glucose and lactate. Its special physio-

logical role becomes clear from our systems-level analysis.

Direct contributions also provide a sharp picture of tissue

TCA fuel preferences. Muscle and brown adipose tissue

show strong responses to feeding, fluxing glucose carbon

directly into their TCA cycle selectively in the fed state. This

is consistent with the insulin-sensitive glucose uptake by these

tissues (Kahn and Flier, 2000; Shulman, 2000; Townsend and

Tseng, 2014; Trayhurn, 1995). In contrast, most other tissues

show remarkably stable fuel preferences across feeding, fast-

ing, and even KD. Lactate is unique in being a universal TCA

substrate. Fat is also widely used, except in brain. Acetate is

a relatively major contributor in many organs, but not brain or

liver, where it is instead directed toward lipogenesis (Zhao

et al., 2016). Amino acids are preferred fuels for the visceral or-

gans, but not muscle.

Nutrient interconversion enables tissues to access their

preferred fuels, even when dietary content changes. In the

United States, roughly half of caloric intake is carbohydrates,

one-third fat, and one-sixth protein (CDC, 2000). Mammals

can thrive, however, eating either minimal fat or minimal car-

bohydrate (Hu et al., 2018; Simpson and Raubenheimer,

2012). Diets sufficiently low in both carbohydrate and protein

are ketogenic: they lead to high circulating levels of ketone

bodies, most importantly 3HB, made from fat by liver. Given

that the brain does not effectively take up fatty acids, 3HB is

widely assumed to be the major brain fuel during ketosis (La-

Manna et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2013). Our analyses paint a

different picture. 3HB contributes broadly to TCA, to a similar

extent in brain, muscle, kidney, and intestine. In the brain,

glucose and lactate, the two main forms of circulating carbo-

hydrate, remain greater TCA contributors than 3HB. The

continuous supply of carbohydrate to the brain, despite its

near absence in the diet, is enabled by conversion of the glyc-

erol moiety in dietary triglycerides into circulating glucose by

the liver and kidney.

A key finding of our work is that such metabolic interconver-

sions do not occur at a minimal rate, just sufficient for tissue de-

mands. Instead, we observe rapid futile cycling, particularly for

nutrients that are scarce in the diet. For example, in standard

high-carbohydrate chow, we observe high circulatory turnover

fluxes of fatty acids, with circulatory fatty acid and carbohydrate

fluxes of similar magnitude. This reflects continuous triglyceride

breakdown, release of fatty acids into the bloodstream, and their

subsequent uptake and reincorporation into tissue fat. This

cycling ensures a robust supply of fat and glycerol should de-

mand arise (Newsholme et al., 1983). Strikingly, in KD, circulatory

fatty acid fluxes are no higher than in the CD, and circulatory car-

bohydrate fluxes are only modestly lower. This reflects contin-

uous synthesis of lactate from glucose and glucose from lactate.

Alanine fluxes are, however, down, presumably due to lower di-

etary protein intake decreasing the need for nitrogen shuttling to

the liver (Felig, 1973).

The relatively invariant circulatory fluxes of fatty acids, glyc-

erol, lactate, and glucose across diets does not mean that the
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importance of these nutrients as fuels is steady. To maintain

mass balance, mammals must burn what they eat. This diver-

gence between nutrient cycling, which is relatively insensitive

to diet, and nutrient burning, which changes with diet, is neatly

captured by tracing positionally labeled lactate into the TCA cy-

cle. In KD, lactate continues to enter the TCA cycle, especially in

brain, liver, and kidney. In the brain, this entry is via PDH, reflect-

ing the brain continuing to burn carbohydrate. In liver and kidney,

however, entry is via pyruvate carboxylase, which does not

destroy the three-carbon unit, but instead initiates its use for

gluconeogenesis. Functionally, this makes sense. Persistent

nutrient cycling ensures availability of the most important energy

substrates to tissues irrespective of the physiological state. Tight

regulation of burning ensures that limiting nutrients are saved for

the tissues that need them most.

Overall, we lay out quantitative, systems-level methods for

dissecting mammalian metabolism. The heart of these methods

is mathematical integration of diverse tracer data to reveal direct

connections both among circulating metabolites and between

circulating metabolites and tissue TCA intermediates. Direct

connections are not the only ones that matter functionally. For

example, most lactate carbon originates from glucose. Accord-

ingly, the minimal direct TCA contribution of glucose does not

reflect a lack of glucose burning, but merely that circulating

lactate is an intermediate in this process. In this way, direct con-

tributions provide discrete measures of metabolic activity that

can be used to advance quantitative understanding of metabolic

physiology. Going forward, it will be important to relate these

quantitative physiological measures both to underlying

biochemical events and to the action of hormonal regulators

that control metabolic health.

Limitations of the Study
Our analyses are based on average carbon labeling in different

metabolites. The averaging is a form of coarse graining, a well-

established strategy in the physical sciences for reducing

complexity and thereby quantitatively capturing major system

features (Kardar, 2007). Additional information is contained in

the fraction of specific isotopic forms, which should be useful

in future work for determining the fluxes of specific reactions

within tissues (Antoniewicz, 2015; Dai and Locasale, 2017;

Wiechert, 2001; Zamboni et al., 2009). One important example

is differentiating TCA feeding via acetyl-CoA versus anaplero-

sis. Absent such differentiation, the TCA contributions reported

here do not always correspond to tissue energy sources. For

example, as shown by the [1-13C]lactate tracing, for the liver

and kidney, carbohydrates contribute to TCA mainly via

pyruvate carboxylase. Thus, while lactate contributes much

hepatic and renal TCA carbon, energy comes substantially

from other substrates. These potentially include lipoproteins

(Lambert et al., 2014; van der Veen et al., 2007) or macromol-

ecules ingested via macropinocytosis (Swanson and Watts,

1995), in addition to the circulating monomeric nutrients

explored here.

More generally, the present work is limited to two different di-

ets in mice. While a valuable mammalian model, mice are small

and devote a large fraction of energy to maintaining body heat.

The extensive futile metabolic cycling observed here may have

evolved in part to serve this function, and may be less in larger
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mammals including humans. Studies of a broader range

of diets and species, including clinical studies, are of great

importance.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

D-GLUCOSE (U-13C6, 99%) Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Cat# CLM-1396-PK

SODIUM L-LACTATE (13C3, 98%) 20% W/W in H2O Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Cat# CLM-1579-PK

SODIUM L-LACTATE (1-13C, 99%) 20% W/W in H2O Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Cat# CLM-1577-PK

L-GLUTAMINE (13C5, 99%) Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Cat# CLM-1822-H-PK

L-ALANINE (13C3, 99%) Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Cat# CLM-2184-H-PK

SODIUM D-3-HYDROXYBUTYRATE (13C4, 99%) Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Cat# CLM-3853-PK

SODIUM PALMITATE (U-13C16, 98%+) Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Cat# CLM-6059-PK

OLEIC ACID, SODIUM SALT (U-13C18, 98%) Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Cat# CLM-8763-PK

LINOLEIC ACID, POTASSIUM SALT (U-13C18, 98%) Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Cat# CLM-8835-PK

L-SERINE (13C3, 99%) Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Cat# CLM-1574-H-PK

L-GLYCINE (13C2, 97-99%) Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Cat# CLM-1017-PK

CITRIC ACID (13C6, 99%) Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Cat# CLM-9021-PK

SODIUM ACETATE (1,2-13C2, 99%) Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Cat# CLM-440-PK

L-LEUCINE (13C6, 99%) Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Cat# CLM-2262-H-PK

L-VALINE (13C5,99%) Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Cat# CLM-2249-H-PK

L-ISOLEUCINE (13C6, 99%) Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Cat# CLM-2248-H-PK

L-HISTIDINE:HCL:H2O (13C6, 97-99%; 15N3, 97-99%) Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Cat# CNLM-758-PK

L-LYSINE (13C6, 99%; 15N2, 99%) Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Cat# CNLM-291-H-PK

L-METHIONINE (13C5, 99%; 15N, 99%) Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Cat# CNLM-759-H-PK

L-PHENYLALANINE (13C9, 99%; 15N, 99%) Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Cat# CNLM-575-H-PK

L-THREONINE (13C4, 97-99%; 15N, 97-99%) Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Cat# CNLM-587-PK

L-TRYPTOPHAN (13C11, 99%; 15N2, 99%) Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Cat# CNLM-2475-PK

Fatty acid free BSA Sigma Cat# A6003

Glycerokinase Sigma Cat# 6278

EDC Sigma Cat# 03449

3-Nitrophenylhydrazine Sigma Cat# N21804

Pyridine Sigma Cat# 270970

beta-mercaptoethanol Sigma Cat# M6250

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

Mouse: C57BL/6 Charles River Laboratories Cat #027

Software and Algorithms

El-MAVEN software Elucidata https://resources.elucidata.io/elmaven

AccuCor GitHub https://github.com/XiaoyangSu/AccuCor

Other

XBridge BEH Amide XP column Waters Cat# 176002889

Acquity UPLC BEH C18 column Waters Cat# 186003719

PicoLab Rodent Diet 20 LabDiet Cat# 5053

Ketogenic Diet Bio-Serv Cat# F3666

Insulin ELISA Kit Crystal Chem Cat# 90080
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead Contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to andwill be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Joshua D.

Rabinowitz (joshr@princeton.edu).
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Materials Availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and Code Availability
The MATLAB codes for the calculation of direct contributions with the constraint of non-negative values and for the quantification of

absolute flux between circulating nutrients are available on GitHub: https://github.com/tonyshenghui/Flux_CircMet.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Mouse studies followed protocols approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee for Princeton University and for the University of

Pennsylvania. In vivo infusions were performed on 12-14 week old C57BL/6 mice pre-catheterized in the right jugular vein (Charles

River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA). Animals received either a normal chow diet (PicoLab Rodent 20 5053; laboratory Diet, St. Louis,

MO) or a ketogenic diet (Bio-Serv F3666; Flemington, NJ). Mice were allowed at least 5 days of acclimation to the facilities prior to

experimentation and were randomly chosen for infusions of different tracers. No blinding was implemented. Those animals receiving

the ketogenic diet were adapted to the diet for at least 21 days before experimentation. Themice were on normal light cycle (8 AM – 8

PM). On the day of infusion experiment, mice were transferred to new cages without food around 9 AM (beginning of their sleep cycle)

and infused for 2.5 h starting at around 3 PM. To probe the fed state, the mice were maintained without food until around 8 PM, at

which time chow was placed back in the cages and the 2.5 h infusion initiated. The infusion setup (Instech Laboratories, Plymouth

Meeting, PA) included a swivel and tether to allow the mouse to move around the cage freely. Water-soluble isotope-labeled metab-

olites (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Tewksbury, MA) were prepared as solutions in sterile normal saline. To make 13C-labeled

fatty acid solutions, the fatty acids were complexed with bovine serum albumin in a molar ratio 4:1. Infusion rate was set to

0.1 mL min-1 g-1 for water-soluble metabolites and 0.4 mL min-1 g-1 for fatty acids. Blood was collected by tail snip (�10 mL) and trans-

ferred into blood collection tubeswith clotting factor (Sarstedt 16.442.100). Blood samples were stored on ice and then centrifuged at

16,000 x g for 10 min at 4�C to get serum samples. Tissue harvest was performed at the end of the infusion after euthanasia by cer-

vical dislocation. Tissues were quickly dissected, clamped with a pre-cooled Wollenberger clamp, and dropped in liquid nitrogen.

METHOD DETAILS

Metabolite Extraction of Serum
Serum (2 mL) was added to 68 mL of �80�C 100% methanol, vortexed, and put on dry ice for at least 5 min. This mixture was then

centrifuged at 16,000 x g for 10min at 4�Cand supernatant wasmixed 1:1 with 80%methanol. After centrifugation again at 16,000 x g

for 10 min at 4�C, the supernatant was transferred to tubes for LC-MS analysis.

Metabolite Extraction of Tissue
Frozen tissue was ground by a Cyromill at cryogenic temperature (Retsch, Newtown, PA). Ground tissue was then weighed (�20mg)

and mixed with �20�C 40:40:20 methanol:acetonitrile:water with 0.5% formic acid (extraction solvent) at a concentration of

25mg/mL. Samples were briefly vortexed before neutralizing with 8 mL of 15% ammonium bicarbonate per 100 mL of extraction

solvent. Extract was then vortexed and centrifuged twice at 16,000 x g for 20 min at 4�C before the final supernatant was transferred

to LC-MS tubes for analysis.

Metabolite Measurement by LC-MS
A quadrupole-orbitrap mass spectrometer (Q Exactive, Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA) operating in negative mode was

coupled to hydrophilic interaction chromatography (HILIC) via electrospray ionization. Scans were performed from m/z 70 to 1000

at 1 Hz and 140,000 resolution. LC separation was on a XBridge BEH Amide column (2.1 mm x 150 mm x 2.5 mm particle size,

130 Å pore size; Waters, Milford, MA) using a gradient of solvent A (20 mM ammonium acetate, 20 mM ammounium hydroxide in

95:5 water:acetonitrile, pH 9.45) and solvent B (acetonitrile). Flow rate was 150 mL/min. The LC gradient was: 0 min, 85% B;

2 min, 85% B; 3 min, 80% B; 5 min, 80% B; 6 min, 75% B; 7 min, 75% B; 8 min, 70% B; 9 min, 70% B; 10 min, 50% B; 12 min,

50%B; 13min, 25%B; 16min, 25%B; 18min, 0%B; 23min, 0%B; 24min, 85%B. Autosampler temperature was 5�C, and injection

volume was 5-10 mL for serum samples and 15 mL for tissue samples.

Circulating glycerol labeling was determined by first converting serum glycerol to glycerol-3-phosphate using glycerol kinase and

then measuring the labeling of glycerol-3-phosphate with LC-MS.

Acetate was derivatized and measured by LC-MS. The derivatizing reagent was 12 mM EDC, 15 mM 3-Nitrophenylhydrazine and

pyridine (2% v/v) in methanol. Reaction was stopped with quenching reagent consisting of 0.5 mM beta-mercaptoethanol and 0.1%

formic acid in water. Serum (5 mL) was mixed with derivatizing reagent (100 mL) and incubated for 1 h at 4�C. Then, the samples were

centrifuged at 16,000 x g for 10 min at 4�C, and 20 mL of supernatant was mixed with 200 mL of the quenching reagent. After centri-

fugation at 16,000 x g for 10min at 4�C, supernatants were collected for LC-MS analysis. A quadrupole-time of flight mass spectrom-

eter (Q-TOF; Agilent, Santa Clara, CA) operating in negative ion mode was coupled to C18 chromatography via electrospray

ionization and used to scan from m/z 100 to 300 at 1 Hz and 15,000 resolution. LC separation was on an Acquity UPLC BEH C18

column (2.1 mm x 100 mm, 1.7 5 mm particle size, 130 Å pore size; Waters, Milford, MA) using a gradient of solvent A (water) and
e2 Cell Metabolism 32, 676–688.e1–e4, October 6, 2020
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solvent B (methanol). Flow rate was 200 mL/min. The LC gradient was: 0 min, 10% B; 1 min, 10% B; 5 min, 30% B; 7 min, 100% B;

11 min, 100% B; 11.5 min, 10% B; 14 min, 10% B. Autosampler temperature was 5�C, column temperature was 60�C and injection

volume was 10 mL. Ion masses for derivatized acetate was 194.0571.

El-Maven (Elucidata) was used for analysis of LC-MS data. Isotope labeling was corrected using AccuCor, available on GitHub:

https://github.com/XiaoyangSu/AccuCor.

Indirect Calorimetry
Indirect calorimetry was performed in individually housed mice using a 20-channel open-circuit indirect calorimeter, in which 10 ca-

ges were mounted inside two thermally controlled cabinets, maintained at 22�C (Comprehensive Lab Animal Monitoring System;

Columbus Instruments, Columbus, OH, USA). After overnight acclimation (20 h), oxygen consumption (VO2), the amount of carbon

dioxide produced (VCO2), energy expenditure, food andwater intake, ambulatory and locomotor activity (infrared beambreaks) were

determined during an initial period of fasting (9am-5pm), as well as for the following 40 h wherein mice were fed ad libitum. Average

respiratory exchange ratio (RER) was calculated as the ratio of VCO2:VO2 over 48 h. Energy expenditure was calculated as heat

(kcal/h) = (3.815 +1.232 x RER) x VO2). The metabolic studies were performed at the Penn Diabetes Research Center Rodent Meta-

bolic Phenotyping Core (University of Pennsylvania).

Insulin Measurement
Serum insulin levels were measured using a commercially available ELISA-based assay kit (Crystal Chem, Cat# 90080).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Calculation of Average Dietary Fluxes
The indirect calorimetry determined that the energy expenditure was 0.39 ± 0.02 Calories/day/g for mice on the carbo-

hydrate diet (CD) and 0.53 ± 0.04 Calories/day/g for mice on the ketogenic diet (KD). Using the calorie density for the diets

(3.41 Calories/g for CD and 7.24 Calories/g for KD), we have the total dietary fluxes as 0.115 g CD/g of mouse/day and

0.073 g KD/g of mouse/day.

The average dietary fluxes for individual ingredients for mice on a diet are then calculated by using the total dietary fluxes and the

composition of the diets (CD: PicoLab Rodent Diet 20 5053; KD: Bio-serv F3666). The diet formulas report combined glutamine +

glutamate, which provides an upper bound on glutamine. The diet formulas specify the content of total saturated fatty acids, but

not specific saturated fatty acids. Palmitic acid (C16:0) and oleic acid dietary flux is based on our measurement that palmitic acid

and stearic acid (C18:0) are the main saturated fatty acids, with a ratio of 2.4:1 for CD and 1.7:1 for KD. The palmitic acid dietary

flux was calculated based on this number for each diet. Other amino acids (other AAs) include arginine, aspartate, asparagine,

cystine, proline, and tyrosine. The dietary flux for other fatty acids (other FAs) was calculated as the total dietary flux of fatty acids

minus the sum of the dietary fluxes of palmitic acid, oleic acid, and linoleic acid.

Definition of Fcirc and Fatom
circ

To measure the circulatory turnover flux of a nutrient with a carbon number of C, the uniformly 13C-labeled form of the nutrient

is infused. At steady state, the fraction of the labeled form ½M+ i� of the nutrient in serum is measured as L½M+ i�. (Note

that there are a total number of C+ 1 labeled forms for the nutrient, such that i is from 0 to C.) The circulatory turnover flux Fcirc is

defined as

Fcirc = R,
1� L½M+C�
L½M+C�

; (Equation 3)

where R is the infusion rate of the labeled tracer.

The carbon-atom circulatory turnover flux Fatom
circ of the nutrient is defined as

Fatom
circ = C,R,

1� L

L
; (Equation 4)

where L is the fraction of labeled carbon atoms in the nutrient, or mathematically

L =

PC
i = 0i,L½M+ i�

C
: (Equation 5)

As the definitions show, Fcirc measures the turnover of thewhole carbon skeleton of themolecule while Fatom
circ measures the turnover

of the carbon atoms in the molecule.

Definition of Normalized Labeling
In the infusion of a 13C-labeled tracer X, the normalized labeling of a nutrient Y is defined as LY)X = LY

LX
, where LX and LY are the frac-

tion of labeled carbon atoms for X and Y, respectively, defined in Equation 5.
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Calculation of Direct Contributions with the Constraint of Non-negative Values
As explained in the main text, by constructing a set of linear equations, we can solve them for the direct contribution from each of the

circulating nutrients to a specific circulating nutrient (Equation 1) or the direct contribution from each circulating nutrient to the tissue

TCA cycle (Equation 2). Due tomeasurement errors, the direct contributions calculated in this manner are sometimes negative, albeit

with small values, which are not feasible. To obtain the direct contributions that best reflect the biological fluxes, we use an optimi-

zation procedure to search for the set of direct contributions (represented as vector f ) that minimize the Euclidean distance between

the predicted labeling (represented as vectorM,f ) and the measured labeling (represented as vector L), under the constraint of non-

negative f. Or mathematically,

minkM , f � Lkwith respect to f such that f>0

The optimization was performed using MATLAB function fmincon.

To estimate the errors for the values in f, we ran the optimization many times (with n = 100). For each optimization, instead of using

the mean for each entry of the matrixM and the vector L, we sampled a value from a normal distribution with the mean and the stan-

dard deviation equal to the mean and the error in that entry. Each optimization resulted in a value for each entry of the vector f. The

standard deviation of the n number of values (from n optimizations) for an entry in f was taken as its error.

Quantification of Absolute Flux between Circulating Nutrients
See Methods S1 in the Supplemental Information.
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